
Study of mirosopi properties of water fullerenesuspension by means of resonant light satteringanalysis D Jakubzyk, G Derkahov, W Bazhan, E  Lusakowska, KKolwas and M KolwasInstitute of Physis of the Polish Aademy of Sienes, al.Lotnik�ow 32/46, 02-668Warsaw, PolandE-mail: jakub�ifpan.edu.plAbstrat. Sattering of oherent light by a droplet of water fullerene suspensionwas investigated. Two light wavelengths were used simultaneously. The evolutionof radius and refrative index of a droplet was examined. Resonant sattering wasdeteted and analyzed by means of a simple model and some onlusions were drawnon the mirosopi properties of suspension. The study was supplemented with AtomiFore Mirosopy measurements of samples obtained by drying the suspension.PACS numbers: 42.25.Fx, 42.25.Dd, 68.03.Fg, 61.48.+, 61.46.+wSubmitted to: J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys.1. IntrodutionSuspensions are nearly omnipresent and there are many well established tehniques tostudy them. Let us mention a few of them. First of all there are purely mehanialtehniques, suh as entrifugation and sieving. Seondly there is mirosopy: lassialopti (also sanning), near-�eld opti, eletron, atomi fore, et. There are also varioussattering tehniques: stati light sattering, dynami light sattering, small-angle X-rayor neutron sattering, et. [1, 2℄ All these tehniques have their sopes of appliabilityand many of them are not interhangeable. For instane, for suh suspensions asenountered in aerosol droplets an in situ tehnique would be strongly preferable, sineabandoning the form of a droplet (drying, entrifuging, sieving) would weight heavilyupon the measured properties of suspension. On the other hand, out of many properties,the optial properties of aerosol suspensions are espeially interesting due to their impatupon the limate on Earth [3℄. For example, arbonaeous soot aerosol seems to playimportant role in the miro physis of louds. Soot lusters often form agglomerates withwater mirodroplets whih an indue profound hanges of droplet optial properties(ompare e.g.: [4℄). Soot lusters and nanostrutured materials has been extensively
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Mirosopi properties of water fullerene suspension 2investigated for deades (e.g. [5℄). The optis of water mirodroplets with arbonaeousinlusions was studied e.g. by Ch�ylek [3℄ and more reently theoretially by Markel[6, 7℄, where broad literature of the subjet an be found.2. Experiment2.1. The outline of the methodSine we've been interested in atmospheri aerosols, we adopted a stati light satteringtehnique. This tehnique enables to follow the evolution of e�etive refrative indexof the evaporating suspension droplet as well as the radius of the droplet. Due toevaporation the ontents of arbon is hanging - from very low at the beginning to veryhigh at the moment of the droplet size stabilization (sometimes totally dry objet).We have observed that evaporating droplets of suspension exhibit disrepany of theirrefrative index as a funtion of inlusions density from standard e�etive mediumtheory predition. We have extended a simple model of sattering of light by a singlemirodroplet of simple suspension to water ontaining fullerene nanorystallites. Bythese means we try to infer about the physial properties of the suspension. So far,we have applied our method to two kinds of suspensions. First we used a very simpleand well de�ned (though rather unrealisti): monodispersive water suspensions of SiO2and PS (polystyrene) spheres [8℄. For this work we have used a more realisti (but stilla little exoti) suspension of fullerene nanorystallites in water. The water suspensionof fullerene (nano)rystallites imitates soot partiles dispersed in water but is also ofinterest as suh (e.g. medial [9℄) and had been investigated [10, 11, 12℄.We have supplemented our investigation of fullerene water suspensions with anAtomi Fore Mirosopy (AFM) (MultiMode SPM, DI) study of samples obtained bydrying the suspension, also in order to be able to ompare the results with those of otherauthors.The diagram of experimental setup is presented in �gure 1. An eletromagnetiquadrupole trap [13℄ kept in the small limati hamber is in its heart [14℄. We wereable to trap droplets in range of a diameters from a few mirons to a few tens of mirons.2.2. Sample preparation and thermodynami onditionsFullerene nanorystallites water suspension was prepared by stirring or soniatingfullerene powder (99% C60, MER) in distilled (in some ases ultrapure) water and�ltering through a �ltering paper (� 15 �m pore size) shortly before the experiment. Inmost ases the samples were also �ltered through a 450 nm pore size �lter (SM11306,Sartorius). At the stage of preparation we were not able to estimate the onentrationof suspension.The thermodynami onditions of our experiments: temperature T and relativehumidity S in the hamber and atmospheri pressure patm are given in �gure 4 aption.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.There was no gas ow through the hamber during the measurement of droplet evolution(see setion 2.4).2.3. The eletrodynami levitator and droplet injetionThe eletrodes of the trap are nearly hyperboloidal. The rotational symmetry, but notthe exat shape, is ruial for stable trapping and preise measurements of partilesthat we enounter (mirometers' size liquid droplets). The aps are painted with blakinsulating enamel to suppress eletri disharges due to the humid environment aswell as to redue stray light sattering. The middle ring eletrode is painted withgraphite in order to both redue stray light sattering and suppress uneven hargeaumulation (from harged droplets falling on the ring) whih in turn prevents trapping�eld distortion. The AC (sine) driving voltage applied between the aps and the ringis supplied via 100 M
 resistors. Usually we use �3000 V RMS at �310 Hz. Apartfrom that we ould apply a DC voltage between the aps. It enabled us to move thepartile along the vertial axis in order to �nd the sign of the harge of the droplet.Driving eletrodes via high value resistors is the essential tehnial detail that enabledus to obtain stable trapping in humid environment by inhibiting eletrial disharges.



Mirosopi properties of water fullerene suspension 4There are four 2 mm's ports in the ring eletrode for laser beams, droplet injetion andobservation.We used a piezo type droplet injetor (ompare e.g.: [15℄) driven from a pulse typetransformer. The piezo tube is glued onto a glass tube whih ontains a liquid of interest.A Plexiglas rod was inserted oaxially into the glass tube in order to redue the amountof liquid needed for the experiment. The nozzle was made of a 3 mm's thik Plexiglasor polysilane disk in the form of a up inserted onto the end of the glass tube. First aonial hollow is lathed in it leaving a wall �0.5 mm thik at the tip of the one. Thena irular hole of 0.1 mm's diameter is drilled.The injetion timing is ontrolled with a digital delay iruit utilizing the trapdriving AC signal zero rossing as the referene. By hoosing the proper injetion phasewe ould ontrol the sign and to a ertain extent also the value of the harge depositedon the injeted droplet.2.4. The limati hamberThe trap from the top and the droplet injetor from the side are inserted into theports of a small, double-walled, air tight hamber whih an be ooled/heated withwater ooled Peltier elements. There are two separately powered setions: upper andlower. Temperature inside the hamber is measured with two T-type thermoouples:one just above and one just below the trap. The above system enables us to get ridof vertial temperature gradients. Horizontal gradients were measured to be negligible.The hamber an be ooled below the dew point in �30 s' time and down to �240 Kin several minutes.The bottom and top hamber ports were used to ontrol the humidity inside thehamber. There were two relative humidity sensors (HIH3610-2, Honeywell): one ateah of these ports. First, the hamber was ushed with dry nitrogen in order to get ridof liquid water that aumulates in the hamber during the experiment via ondensationand injetion. Liquid water that aumulates on the trap auses severe distortions to thetrapping �eld and deteriorates the trapping ability. Next, a �ltered humid air (obtainedby bubbling through distilled water) was owed through the hamber from the bottomto the top port. When the required S and satisfatory S gradient were reahed, theow was stopped to enable uninuened trapping. Between the instants of trapping thehamber was ushed with humid air to maintain required humidity onditions, sineotherwise, espeially for high S, water vapor ondenses inside the hamber due to thepresene of the ports and S falls in time.2.5. Optial data aquisition system and data proessingTwo ounterpropagating laser beams were used: He-Ne 632 nm (red light), � 18 mWCW and Nd:YAG 532 nm (green light), � 25 mW CW (power measured in front ofthe lasers). There were two antisynhronized shutters, one in eah beam path, drivenat �10 Hz. The laser beams were s polarized (i.e. perpendiularly to the sattering



Mirosopi properties of water fullerene suspension 5plane), vertially in our ase. The light sattered by the trapped partile was olletedthrough the port in the ring eletrode with a mirosope objetive positioned in thesattering plane at right angle to the diretion of the inident beams. The numerialaperture of the system was � 0:17. Behind the objetive, just in front of the CCDhip there were two sheet polarizers with polarization diretions set perpendiularlydividing the �eld of view in two. This enables us to reord sattering images on s andsp (rossed) polarizations simultaneously. The images are olleted with a B/W CCD(K15, Philips) amera with gain ontrolled manually. The images are digitized with an8-bit frame-grabber for further proessing.Mie sattering patterns reorded during the experiment (for details see: [8, 14℄)represent the sattered light intensity I on s and ps (depolarization) polarizationsas a funtion of angles: � (azimuth in the observation plane) and � (elevation) (seee.g. [16, 17℄). We determined radius a of a droplet and its refrative index by diret�tting of Mie theory to experimental I(�) for the s polarization of the sattered light.This method enables the aess to the imaginary part of the e�etive refrative index(ompare averaging method [8℄) whih is neessary in ase of inlusions exhibiting non-negligible absorption.2.6. AFM measurementThe AFM was operated in tapping mode and the tip urvature radius was � 20 nm. Weused two types of samples for the AFM measurement. A drop of about 3 �l of fullerenesuspension, prepared as desribed in setion 2.2, was: (i) air-dried or (ii) spin-oated onthe over glass (No.1, Marienfeld). The loal surfae roughness of the over glass wasfound to be below 1nm.In ase of the air dried sample, all the fullerene material remained on the glass. Thenwe were able to �nd the average fullerene layer thikness with AFM measurementand estimate the initial fullerene mass onentration to be � 3�g/ml. Aggregates of(average) radius from � 8 nm to � 500 nm (see �gure 2) were found in these samples.The aggregates size distribution was of a power-law type. This is in agreement with theTEM measurements desribed in [11℄, where the authors onluded that in ase of suhsize distribution, the aggregation must have been di�usion limited and must have leadto fratal lusters.In the spin-oated sample a �ne rystallite fration dominated (see �gure 3). Purelymehanial method of suspension preparation (pulverization and washing by low powersoniation) seems to favor oarse and very �ne fration. Coarse fration gets �lteredout. Sine most of the suspension drop leaves the over glass while spin-oating, thereis also no time for seondary aggregation into a oarse fration.The omparison of �gures 2 and 3 indiates that it is aggregation, due to waterevaporation, from �ne rystallites, that is responsible for mirosopi properties ofsuspension droplet at the later stages of the droplet evolution. We estimated thediameter of the elementary building blok to be � 8 nm.



Mirosopi properties of water fullerene suspension 6

Figure 2. AFM images (3D representation, two magni�ations) of a sample obtainedby air drying of the water fullerene suspension.3. Disussion3.1. General resultsThe experiment yielded a variety of "eff(R) evolution senarios even for seeminglyidential onditions. It may indiate that the initial stage of the evolution of thesuspension droplet, whih takes plae between the emerging of the droplet from thenozzle and its arrival at the trap enter, was quite random. In �gure 5 we present twoquite di�erent "eff(R) evolution senarios orresponding to R(t) evolutions presentedin �gure 4. Figures 4 (a) and 5 (a) orrespond most probably to a partile with highfullerene ontent, nearly dry in the end, while �gures 4 (b) and 5 (b) orrespond to apartile of rather low fullerene ontent. The wet-dry transition was not so obvious forfullerene suspensions as for SiO2 and PS spheres suspension [8℄ sine Mie satteringpatterns persisted (though a little spekled) all the time, not giving way to "bulkspekle". This ould be aused by high deliquesene of partile as well as by absene ofstrutures large enough (polyrystalline partile). It is well known [18℄ that it is diÆultto get rid of residual solvent from fullerenes. For water it requires the temperature over� 430 K whih we an not ahieve in our limati hamber. Though we lowered the
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Figure 3. AFM images (3D representation, two magni�ations) of a sample obtainedby spin oating of the water fullerene suspension.relative humidity in the hamber below 3% we did not observe the transition to "bulkspekle". On the other hand, sine our AFM observations as well as TEM observations[11℄ revealed a wide spetrum of fullerene nanorystallite sizes in suspension, we wouldexpet very few voids in the totally dry polyrystalline partile. For suh a dry partilethe value of the real part of refrative index n should approah that of the bulkmaterial (� 2 for 632 nm and � 2:1 for 532 nm [19℄). For fullerene nanorystallitessuspension we might expet small but non-negligible imaginary part of refrative index(absorption) when the paking beomes dense (ompare [19℄). However, the e�et washardly pereivable. For some omposite partiles the imaginary part of refrative indexgradually appeared well after the stabilization of partile (droplet) size. For otherpartiles there was no imaginary part of the refrative index even after the stabilization.We would thus onsider partiles with non-negligible imaginary part of refrative indexas dry. This would also indiate that partiles may stabilize as wet. In this work wedealt only with wet partiles with purely real refrative index. This orresponds to theregion left of the vertial dashed lines in �gures 4 (a) and (b). We shall disuss the issueof the imaginary part of refrative index of fullerene water suspension in a separatepaper.
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Figure 4. Evolution of the omposite droplet radius for: (a) high fullerene ontents,T = 294:9 K, S = 95 %, patm = 979 hPa and (b) low fullerene ontents, T = 296:3 K,S = 98 %, patm = 1006 hPa. The region of our interest (wet partile) was to the leftof the vertial dashed lines.Suspension of fullerene nanorystallites in water is more ompliated thanmonodispersive nanosphere suspensions previously studied by us [8℄. The aggregationand perolation of solid phase is not suppressed and the inlusions may be highlypolydyspersive. Thus we ould enounter two kinds of resonanes: (i) assoiated withfullerene strutures size (not neessarily spherial) and (ii) assoiated with the averagedistane between neighboring fullerene strutures. As the droplet shrinks due to theevaporation, the size of fullerene strutures grows, while the distane between themdiminishes. Sine the light sattering experiment was onduted for 2 wavelengthssimultaneously, we should be able to distinguish the type of resonane by its relativeposition for green and red light versus the droplet radius. Indeed, in both �gures theresonane for red light is shifted to the right in omparison to the same for green. Andthis behavior ould be found in all our observations. Thus we infer that we enounteredresonanes of type (ii) assoiated with the diminishing of the average distane betweenneighboring fullerene strutures. This would indiate that the aggregates usually do notgrow to the size enabling resonant behavior, whih we would expet near half the lightwavelength �=2.
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5�>µµP@Figure 5. The real part of e�etive dieletri funtion of the omposite droplet as afuntion of droplet radius, orresponding to �gure 4: irles and dash-dot line - greenlight and triangles and solid line - red light.3.2. E�etive dieletri funtionIn order to further interpret our experimental results, we inevitably must deal with mid-range �lling fators and eventually also with strutures of the order of the wavelength,where pratially no e�etive medium theory holds. For the sake of simpliity, westart with the Maxwell-Garnet mixing rule, whih holds for very low and very high(inverted omposition - water inlusions in fullerene material) �lling fators. Then weorret it in a phenomenologial way for mid-range �lling fators. We have extended themodel previously proposed for desription of water droplets with well de�ned spherialinlusions [8℄.The Lorentz loal �eld onsists of the light eletri �eld inside water droplet EMie,desribed by Mie theory, and the �eld �E reated by polarization harges on the"Lorentz sphere" [20℄:Eloal = EMie +�E , (1)where �E = P3"0"m = 13"0"mEloalXnj�j = "0("eff � "m)EMie , (2)



Mirosopi properties of water fullerene suspension 10nj and �j are the number density and polarizability of the j-th partile speies, "m isthe dieletri funtion of the medium (water), P is polarization. ThereforeEMieEloal = 1� Pnj�j3"0"m and "eff = "m + Pnj�j"0 EloalEMie . (3)In the end this leads to Loretz-Lorenz formula:"eff = "m 1 + 23 "0"m Pnj�j1� 13 "0"m Pnj�j . (4)For a drop (of water) of radius R ontaining inlusions of the total volume Vdry"eff = "m 1 + 2f3 "0"mPNj�jVdry1� f3 "0"mPNj�jVdry , (5)with �ling fator f = 3Vdry4�R3 and Nj being the number of j-th inlusion partiles.3.3. PolarizabilityFor inlusions of dieletri funtion "f , essentially smaller than �, uniformly distributedin a medium (water) the total polarizabilityPnj�j an be expressed (after Wiener) as:Xj nj�j = f "f � "m"f + 2"m � 3 "0"m (6)A omposite medium onsisting of speies forming a broad variety of topologialstrutures (like fratals, in our ase fullerene rystallites), an be pereived as omposedof resonane avities tuned better or worse to light wavelength. To some extent it isequivalent to desribing suh a material with a set of harmoni osillators (ompare:[16, 21℄). The total polarizability has a form of the sum of resonane terms then:Xj nj�j =Xk Ak!2k � !2 � ik! , (7)where ! stands for light frequeny, k desribes resonane width and Ak is a onstant.Under ordinary onditions there exists a nonuniform distribution of harateristifrequenies !k. This leads to a gaussian pro�le of resonane instead of a lorentzian pro�legiven by uniformly damped osillator. We desribe polarizability of a omposite mediumas of harmoni osillators being nonuniformly broadened. This broadening arises frome.g. nonuniform spatial distribution of polarizability assoiated with the distributionof density of di�erent speies nj. Interation of light of varying wavelength with suha medium leads to manifestation of various resonanes. Modifying the density of theomposite medium should be quite equivalent. The nonuniformity of distribution ofeigenfrequenies of the medium should lead to gaussian resonane pro�les. We desribethe total polarizability by the series of resonators, with naturally distributed resonanefrequenies. Sine the expression should neessarily hold for the limiting ases - a verysmall and a very large �lling fator - we write:Xj nj�j = 1R3 8<:A0 +Xk>1Ak exp 24� ! � !kk !2359=; , (8)



Mirosopi properties of water fullerene suspension 11where: A0 = Vdry "f � "m"f + 2"m . (9)The frequenies !k should orrespond to harateristi sizes rk of strutures involved:!k � 1=rk. For resonanes assoiated with average distane between neighboringinlusions, rk should, in turn, be proportional to the droplet radius R: !k = Ck=R,where Ck is a onstant. Then! � !kk = ! � CkRk , (10)where ! = 2�=�. Finally, we an rewrite the expression 5 desribing e�etive dieletrifuntion of the drop with inlusion as follows:"eff = "m1 + 2M(R)R31� M(R)R3 , (11)where M(R) = A0 +Xk>1Ak exp 24� ! � CkRk !235 .The fatorM an be pereived as a modi�ation of the loal �eld arising from multipolare�ets of sattering on inlusions [3, 22℄ (for higher �lling fators these are rather waterinlusions in fullerene medium), near �eld e�ets [23℄ (for distanes between neighboringinlusions below 4-5 � interation an not be negleted), interferene of �elds multiplysattered along di�erent paths (weak loalization, for distanes between satterers ofthe order of � has to be taken into onsideration) [24℄, et.3.4. Further data interpretationThe experimental data in �gures 5 (a) and (b) has been �tted with formula 11. Weused the smallest reasonable value of k. One and two resonanes were deteted for in�gures 5 (a) and (b) respetively. As we mentioned before, the omparison of red andgreen sattering allows us to attribute them to (diminishing) average distane betweenneighboring satterers. Then we might try to infer about the size of satterers (fullerenenanorystallites) involved. The aggregation senario, however, is not fully known. It isassumed to be di�usion limited [11, 25℄. On the basis of our AFM study we an assumethat at the middle stage of the evolution when the resonane is observed, there is adistribution of inlusion sizes in whih �ner frations prevail. In ase of the evolutionleading to the dry or nearly dry partile, as in �gure 4 (a), Vdry, orresponding toR(t!1), is known. We further assume that inlusions assoiated with the resonanemake up e.g. 0:75Vdry and that the average distane between neighboring satterersassoiated with the resonane is of the order of �=nw, where nw is the real part of therefrative index of water. Then it is possible to �nd an approximate average radius ofthe satterer in question in the form:rinl ' R(t!1) �2Rresnw , (12)



Mirosopi properties of water fullerene suspension 12where Rres is the radius of the omposite droplet orresponding to the resonane.For the evolution presented in �gures 4 (a) and 5 (a) (T = 294:9 K), R(t!1) =1:41 �m, Rres(red) = 9:64 �m and Rres(green) = 8:47 �m, and nw(red) = 1:33209 andnw(green) = 1:33551. From equation 12 we ideally should obtain the same results forboth wavelength. And indeed rinl(red) ' 35 nm and rinl(green) ' 33 nm whih isfairly onsistent as well as in agreement with the AFM observations (ompare �gures 2and 3). Thus we an onlude that rinl ' 34 nm.4. ConlusionsEvaporation of water (hosting medium) from the droplet of suspension leads to theinrease of the onentration of the inlusions. In suh a ase, the single wavelengthsattering sans through eventual resonanes assoiated with the mirosopi propertiesof the suspension. The resonanes assoiated with inlusions struture an be told fromresonanes assoiated with distanes among inlusions by observing the relative positionsof resonane peaks in two olor measurement. For water suspensions of fullerenesinvestigated in this work, only resonanes assoiated with distanes among inlusions(possibly average distane between neighboring satterers) were deteted. Havingapplied a few reasonable assumptions we obtained the average radius of inlusionsinvolved in the resonane to be � 34 nm. Our light sattering observations seem tobe onsistent with our AFM observations as well as Andrievsky TEM observations [11℄.AknowledgmentsThis work was supported by Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh grantNo. 2 P03B 102 22.Referenes[1℄ Barth H G and Sun S-T 1993 Partile size analysis Anal. Chem. 65 55R{66R[2℄ Megens M, van Kats C M, B�oseke P and Vos W L 1997 In situ haraterization of olloidalspheres by synhrotron small-angle X-ray sattering Langmuir 13 6120{9[3℄ Ch�ylek P, Ramaswamy V and Cheng R J 1984 E�et of graphiti arbon on the albedo of loudsJ. Atmos. Si. 41 3076{84[4℄ Akerman A S, Toon O B, Stevens D E, Heyms�eld A J, Ramanathan V and Velton E J 2000Redution of tropial loudiness by soot Siene 288 1042[5℄ Markel V A and George T F 2001 Optis of Nanostrutured Materials (New York: Wiley) pp 335{466[6℄ Markel V A and Shalaev V M 1999 Absorption of light by soot partiles in miro-droplets of waterJ. Quantitative Spetrosopy & Radiative Transfer 63 321{39[7℄ Markel V A 2002 The e�ets of averaging on the enhanement fator for absorption of light byarbon pariles in mirodroplets of water J. Quantitative Spetrosopy & Radiative Transfer 72765{74[8℄ Jakubzyk D, Derkahov G, Zientara M, Kolwas M and Kolwas K 2004 Loal-�eld resonane inlight sattering by a single water droplet with spherial dieletri inlusions J. Opt. So. Am. A21 2320{2323
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